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Track Key Milestones 
with the Study Summary 
Dashboard

Overview
Improve the performance of 
individual studies and your entire 
portfolio, by monitoring these 
clinical trial milestones from a single 
dashboard:

	Study design approved

	First regulatory submission

	First site activated

	First subject in

	50% sites activated

	50% patients enrolled

	Last subject in

	Last subject out

	Database lock

With easy access to performance insights, 
study managers can identify issues earlier, 
solve problems sooner, and design future 
studies more effectively.
Ensuring that important milestones are reached on time has a huge 
impact on the cost and performance of clinical trials. Missed milestones 
tend to build up on one another, extending clinical trial timelines by 
months and even years.

Saama’s Study Summary Dashboard helps study managers stay on top 
of site performance and enrollment at every stage. By seeing everything 
you need to see in a single view, you’ll identify issues sooner and solve 
problems faster so your studies can stay on track.

The Study Summary Dashboard in Action
The Study Summary Dashboard gives study managers a variety of 
powerful capabilities. Views can be configured to show the study 
parameters that matter most, such as site activation, enrollment status, 
and the number of subjects screened.
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Study Summary Cards

Get quick information about site activation, subjects screened, enrollment, screen failure 
rate, and spend progress.

Milestone Achievement over Time

See how your study is progressing at a glance, with current and potential delays highlighted. 
Hovering over milestones shows detailed information, including estimated completion dates and 

reasons for delays.
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About Saama Technologies, Inc. 
Saama is the #1 AI clinical analytics platform company, enabling the life sciences industry to conduct faster and safer clinical development and 
regulatory programs. Today, 50 biotech companies—including many of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies—use Saama’s award-winning Life 
Science Analytics Cloud (LSAC) platform to accelerate more than 1,500 studies. LSAC’s rich applications facilitate unprecedented and authoritative 
oversight of comprehensive clinical research data, enabling companies to file New Drug Applications (NDAs) more efficiently and bring drugs to market 
faster. Discover more at www.saama.com and follow @SaamaTechInc on Twitter.

Get Started Today

By tracking site activation, enrollment, and other important clinical study milestones, you’ll 
improve the performance of your current and future clinical studies. To start using the Study 

Summary Dashboard, contact your Saama Customer Success representative today at  
info@saama.com or 408-371-1900, or visit us online at saama.com.

Site Activation and Enrollment

Monitor site activations and enrollment over time and get optimistic, pessimistic, and realistic 
forecasts if actual results fall behind plan.
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